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1. INT?.O~UCTI0!1. 
The appreciation of the i:rr.portance of ae;riculture in the process of 
development has been rreatly enhanced by the 1 green revolutions:. that 
have begun to transform the econo!'lies of such diverse countries as Costa 
Eica, Israel, aizeria, ?hil:.p-pir..es_, Thailand, Tane:anyika and Yueoslavia, 
U.S.D.A. (15:65). Even for cou11tries Pith high population densities such 
as India and Pakistan, v7hich as late es 2-ialf a decade ago, -.rere cited 
as evidence of the 1 Ialthusian theses by as perceptive an observer as :·yrdal, 1 
the rscent advances ir asricultural output l:lave infused their economies with 
new hope. In some c:uarters there is now talk of the a'bility of the agri-
cultural sectors in these economies not only to feed the gro•;ing populations, 
but also the possil:.:ility of producint; atricultural surpluses for export. 
In vicu of the accumulatine- evidence of vast agricultural transformations 
under uay in these countries: a detailed analysis of the economic and 
techz:ological environment in -;-.hich development is proceedine in the third 
world would greatly enhance our understanding of the development process 
in agriculture. The purpose of t!1is paper is to outline soMe of the factors 
that s~ould be ideally included in any regional study of production 
response in agr:i.cul ture in the LDC' s. 
't.fu.ile a[:ricultural developMent remains at the center of development 
theory and policy, and r.rhile its iT'Iportance in overall development is fully 
appreciated, only recently has attention been devoted to the empirical 
examination of its role in the LDCYs. r.~ese recent empirical investigations 
have been conducted on two broad fronts: one stressing and determining the 
role of agricultural exports in development and the other stressing the 
more fundamental problem of increasing domestic output. Though a case has 
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been made for enphastzing the importance of nericultural e:roorts as a 
point of departure in the development t:rocess of certain underdeveloped 
econorli.es J'YI!lT (195C). CAVi!:G (195~), LL'll!S (1955), there is a growing 
realization that tete more fundar:..antal problens are t~1ose associated uith 
agricultural production responoe; t'lat is, t:-.e factors detertrl.ning the 
production of arricultural cornnodities '.ELO'f' (l:'S.J ~ 1966), G~HULTZ (1964). 
Even when aericultutal egports provide funds for devclopoent, an increase 
in agricultural exports requires an incraase in the domestic aericultural 
output. Consequently, whether or not a~ricultural exports can or cannot 
play a critical role) the pro~lero of increasing domestic production is 
fundamental. This acco~1ts for the growing interest in production responses 
in the LDC's. 
A lar~e part of the empirical work done so far on production resuonse 
in the LDC's has concentrated on estinates of price responsiveness of 
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single crop acreageG and this 'tiOrk is steadily on the increase. This 
concern touches on a very important aspect of the possibilities of the trans-
formatioc. and TJlodernization of traditional agriculture: the question of 
whether or not peasants in traditional or n~ar traditional agricultu~e 
respond to opportunities which are made available by changes in market 
conditions. These studies have shown that agricultural production of 
specific commodities in specific LDC:s is price responsive, especially when 
adjustment lags due to uncertainty and quasi-fixity of capital stocks are 
accounted for. ; :oreover, they suggest that the general form and direction 
of this response is consistent with price theory and that peasants in 
traditional agriculture respond quickly, normally, and efficiently to 
market incentives, wnich can therefore be expected to play an important 
role in the transformation of traditional agriculture. In fact, it is fair 
to say that the viet,r of BO:SI<E (!!:';1L DABASI-SCID.J!:i\G (1J65), DAL70U (1962), 
FUSFI:CLD (1957) ~ L:::'!JIS (1964) l 1"YI'.DA:;:. (L' )C), lT.Ail' (1%5), HEAL (195?), 
OLSmi (1:;6o) and rn~ARTO'i:' (1%2) > and others that the people of L:9Cvs are 
tradition bound, and that cultural and institutional restraint limit tc in-
siGnificance, any responsiveness to market incentives, and that the develop-
ed countries have a n.onoply on 'economic na.n'' 1las been pretty thor~ughly dis-
credited. n1ese initial econometric studies seeM acceptable as first order 
approximations to the quantification of production respor..se. 
A related area of inquiry has been concerned with a study of rural 
institutions and their effects upon agricultural productivity and economic 
incentives, wit:. a special concern for tenancy rights, land tenure and the 
structure of rur~l credit and rents. These studies have emphasized the im-
portance of institutional constraints of one form or another that operate 
upon the economic environncnt. The first tuo approaches have concentrated 
upon the questions of the way in ~Jhich decisions are made in agriculture and 
the last ha•:; been concerned mainly t¥ith the enviornment in u!1ich these 
decisions are made. 
Aside from matters of emphasis,it is reasonable to accept that institutional 
arrangeMents modify response to economic opportunity, often change the goals 
of economic activity and the means of production adopted to carry it out, 
and yet allow for a major concern with economic decision making in the study 
of agricultural transformations. tfuereas both the study of the institutional 
framework and the study of economic responsiveness are involved, there are 
two additional factors that should be included in any study, if the analysis 
of agricultural transformation in the LDC 9s is to be complete, and which 
hitherto have not been incorporated in the quantitative study of production 
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response. The first and the nost ioportant is the nature of subsistence 
production in traditional aericulture and the related pheno~enon of the 
interdependence of the household and the firm that defines this subsistence, 
and the second is the problen of tec!molor-ical change. Indeed these two 
factors - the interdependence of household-fir~ units and the existence of 
new technological oprortunities - are in matter of fact the elements that 
define the point of departure in the study of production response in traditional 
agriculture from sinilar studies of flOdernized agriculture. Both these factors 
are fundamental to any study of transformation; tne former because large 
sections of aericulture in the L~C's operate under conditions of subsistence 
production and the latter because the questions of technological change and 
choice are at the very heart of the transforwation process. 
An accepted characterization of traditional agriculture is a state of 
economic equlibrium in which the state of the arts is constant, the set of 
preferences and motivations for acquiring inco:::tes :1ave been fully adjusted 
to the costs at the margin,and the marginal productivitiea of the factors of 
production have been adjusted to their returns. SCHULTZ (1964) This equilibrium 
is stable because eiven the state of the arts,the rates of investment in 
traditional inputs are so low that little or no investment takes place and, 
furthermore, "there are comparitively fe-v1 significant inefficiencies in the 
allocation of the factors of production." .As a result,small changes in either 
the relative prices of inputs or outputs or in the quantities of inputs unchanged 
in quality are unlikely to bring about any long run departure from this 
equilibrium. As a result, only the application of 'new inputs" in the pro-
duction of "new outputs" and the use of 11new means of production" and "new 
knowledge" are required in order to shift agriculture from this traditional 
state. Generalizations of this nature, however, without reference to the details 
of the environment, tl.e relationship of the vdr~ous factors in the environment, 
and their interaction are :-.or2 1i1·ely to niclead t.1a.r. to bring about agreement 
~dth regards to specific policies rec;.uired to transforn tradition/'ll agriculture. 
In the practice of developmer,::, ns distinct frol'!l tr,e mere theorizing 
about it, fe'll if any ~.:enerallzationc suffice. This only reflects the vast 
differences L1 the experience of developnent as ~.:rell as the vast variety that 
becomes evident if r 7e proceed to exanine the details of the cevclon~ent process. 
The details of develonment have not 1: ecn neglected, but have becot'le the special 
concern of the acministrator, and i~ the case of agriculture,the concern of the 
agronomists, plant patholoc::sts aad breeders? soil scientists, fam management 
experts, and the extension spE::cialists - because t1lese people have been con-
cerned •rit~ the details, nithout a 'knoFledpe of rbich., the practice of develop-
ment \muld become lm\)ossible. It is evident that chanses that consiitute a 
permanent departure tto!" t.1e equ.iB.brium in traditional agriculture require 
the application of the detailed findinrs of many disciplines, and any analysis 
of its transfornation should try as fer as ~ossible to incorporate these details. 
~Jhat is needed is an nnalysis that bridt;es t:1e gaiJ bet~1een the theory and the 
rractice of development~ betnecn the administrator~ the econor;t.i.st and eventually 
the farmers ~,rho rtA.ke decit::ions on the far"'· Sue:! ::m analysj c uould be an in-
strument that could Le used botl, as a research tool for the nurposes of 
theorizing about econol"dc behavior as "ell as a t11anual of ag;ricultural practice, 
one that could view the a0ricultural sector as a •1hole ilithout neglecting the 
details required for it transfo~ation. 
Uost of the detailed research has been conducted at t'J.e farm level in 
the form of budget studies for particular f~rms or representative farm types 
through the use of partial crop budeets or linear programwing studies to deter-
mine the most profitable allocation of resources on the farm. This approach 
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to the allocation probler·1, \ot:ever ~ docs :act take account of the region as a 
1:vholes !:·ut coeD give attention to the J.ataile~ "Jl:!..croeccno!l'ic information t:lat 
determines decisions e.t the farm level. The focus of t:1is approac!:l is covrect 
for it concerns itself \?i'i.::" the classical proble!lls of developoent - the problem 
of the reallocation of scarce resources, of the changinp. ?attern of resource 
use~ the role of technoloe-y and investment and the c'ha!lging pattern of market 
demand. Uhat is required is to make this approach available at the regional 
or sectoral level so t~at the level at v7hicl-: policie::; are made can be integrated 
;:qith the level at n1-.ich decisions are rrtade l.n re~monse to these policies. In 
this manner it \vould become -possible to trace not only the path of rerional 
development, but perhaps also to isolate the details that are ·'strategic" to the 
development process in any given ree;ion, and to the extent that these are in ... 
fluenced by policy actions to trace the effects of policy. 
In emphasizing the importance of strategic details in the study of acri-
cultural development at the recional level, it is not suer,~sted here that no 
attention has been given to them. There are many ele~ents of production response 
at a re~ional level that were recognized bv DAY (1962) in his study of agri-t_.. 1.; ~ 
cultural transforoation in the !fississippi delta. Among those he considered 
necessary and neanin~,ful are~ 
1) The interdependence of outputs using common inputs (i.e. the multi-
product nature of the agricultural production firm)~ 
2) Technological change; 
3) Changes in both acreage and yield components in field crop production; 
4) Uncertainty; 
5) Adjustments over time; 
6) The aggregate regional supply of production inputs; 
7) The relative interaction of input and output prices; 
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8) The rate of investment j_n factors fixed. in the short run: 
9) Planned or programMed policy actions. 
These interrelated categories have been incorporated in the e~~~rical studies of 
production response in developed agriculture DAY (lj63), HEIDHUES (1365), 
SCHALLER (1963), but t:1eir relevance to the study of production response in 
the LDCts has not been fully a~preciated. These categories are not only relevant 
but crucial to the analysis of production response in traditional and near 
traditional aGriculture. Besides these important cate~ories there are sane 
special features of traditional agriculture alluded to earlier that have yet to 
be incorporated in an empirical study of production response in the LDCis, Among 
these the most important ~entioned earlier - the nature of subsistence production -
leads to the examination of some of the details of development we wish to in-
corporate. 
In broad terms, we can think of four sets of details: 1) the details of the 
firm-household interdependence in traditional agriculture, 2) the details of 
technological change, 3) the details of decision making and the details of 
regional interdependence. The rest of this paper is devoted to a discussion of 
these details, and a paper that follows t<lill try to incorporate some of these for 
analysis into a regional model of production response in traditional agriculture, 
by using activity analysis. 
2. THE DETAILS OF FIRH-HOUSEHOL:;) IHTERDEPENDENCE. 
It has long been recognized that the farm combines two fundamental units 
of ~~croeconomic activity--the household and the firm. Some attention has been 
given to the resulting interdependence in the economic analysis of developed 
agriculture. HEADY (1953), DAY (1962) and DAY and HEIDHUES (1967). But while 
this interdependence is clearly of the essence in the analysis of traditional 
agriculture, scant attention has been paid to its implications. The exceptions 
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are NAKAJIHA (1957, 1963, and 1S65) and }fELLOR (l?E.5, 19£5), t,1ho have both con-
tributed to a clearer theoretical ~•derstanding of this ~nterdependence. It is 
now ti~e to incorporate this feature in an empirical ~odel of production response 
in traditional agriculture. 
HPJ:AJIHA (1965) classifies all farl'lS accordinr to: 1) the dep-ree of sub-
sistence production (co~~ercialization)-- that is the proportion of production 
consumed (or sold) by the farmer; and 2) the degrees to which a farm is a family 
farm--that is the proportion of family (or hired labor) in the total labor input 
on the farm. A su1.~sistence production family farm is a farm tvith a high degree 
of these characteristics. Subsistence production is then due to the predominance 
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of such farms in the agricultural sector. Traditional agriculture is, therefore, 
distinguished mainly by a) the ovenvhelnine dependence of the household upon 
the output of the farm for its consumption requirements for food and other outputs 
and b) the overwhel:ning dependence of the farm upon the household for its labor 
requirements. The resulting firm-household interdependence has several important 
implications for the analysis of production response; 
2.1 '.the Interdependence of Consumption and Production. 
The first implication is that consumption and production decisions cannot 
be separated and must be analyzed simultaneously. There are several w·ays in 
which these two interact. First, the dependence of the household upon the farm 
to meet its consumption requirements modify the cropping pattern on the farm 
since land has to be set aside to produce for consumption. To the extent that 
this is done, it modifies the response of the farm to the market profitability 
of alternate crops. The extent to which traditional farmers respond to market 
incentives depends upon factors such as the availability of markets, their 
structure, transportation costs and seasonal price fluctuations for their 
outputs~ and their ability to store and process food, since these factors determine 
the extent to which the household has to rely upon the farm to meet its consumption 
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needs. Secondly, consu;r.ption ne8ds often lead co a very diverse cropping 
pattern since a variety of needs have to be Het; and as a result specialization 
and any economies t:1at accrue from it are lost. The chanre from traditional 
to modernized asriculture~ thet"efore~ often requires a substantial reorganization 
of the agricultural inctitutions for marketine and substantial investment::; 
in infrastructure to improve transport and comr1unications. Thirdly~ and more 
directly, consumption requirements determine the ex~ent to which farmers 
commercialize their production, since the amount and the composition of the 
marketable surplus is the outcome of trm sets of interdependent decisions - the 
decision to produce and the decision to consume ~roduced output - and not the 
outcome of production decisions alone. \-!hat is perhaps even more important 
is that the decision to consume depends upon the actual amount produced on 
the far~, and less upon such factors as incone and market prices. SINGH (1969) 
Lastly~ Dince consumption decisions determine the r~rketable surnlust they in 
effect determine the flow of cash income \Jhich is the principal means for the 
purchase of inputs not available on the farm. 
2.2 The Interdependence of Consumption and Investment. 
The second implication is that production and investment decisions cannot 
be separated and sr~ould be analy:::ed together. There are several tvays in which 
consumption and investment interact. First, since the most significant input 
into the traditional agricultural production function is labor, and a large 
proportion of this is supplied by the household, the amount of family labor 
available on the farm depends upon the choice between leisure and inco~. It 
has been suggeated that traditional farmers attach su~stantial value to leisure* 
and a relatively low value to additional incomes beyond the requirements of 
subsistence consumption. The outcome of this limited aspiration on the part of 
* Leisure is best defined in terms of activities that consume time but 
do not produce any material (as distinct from psychic) income. 
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pea.sants is after a certE'dn tars:et incor.:e b.a::: be"!n achieved the SU:?:!)ly curve 
of fa1I'il'7 labor tends t0 bend Lac1;PE<.· .. ~..J~. '.f r:--!r.:: .;., so o~"" has to l'no•1 J •• - !,;. -"1-~ .... ~ , d- ~" ' 
at \·7h~t point to expect this. Hom!ver, tnis i.> unlikely as ·.::ELL('R (1955) has 
pointed out~ since in many low i::1co:.-:1e economies~ tl1e very lo~.r incomes nay 
have actually pushed the marfinal utility of the last increr.•ent of income to 
suc11 a hish level t::-.at additio:J.al family le~or is introduced into production 
even uhen marginal returns are lo~-1. T~e "reluctance to ~.;rork · is not a condition 
of tightly lil!lited aspirations e.s much as it is an t:mJillinrness to ~mr1: for 
extremely lm-1 marginal returns, so that ue can expect supplies of fanily labor 
to be limited more by its availability then cy liflited aspirations. NAJ~TI~'A 
(1957) The supply of family later naybe expected to rise nith both the intra-
duction of new consumer goods during transfo~ation. 
Secondly and more directly, invest~Jent ia lirtlited by the ability of the 
household to save~ since in traditional agriculture a large part of the capital 
accumulation is dona either throueh a direct expenditure of labor on farm 
improvements or through unconsu!'led income. T'ne rates of saving and investment 
:...ay be lm..r because of t1:::.e low rates of returns expected from invest!!lents in 
traditional inputs, or they TUay be lot~7 because of tl~e high rates of discount 
for future incomes due to the lar~er uncertainty and risk in traditional agri-
culture. A preference for current and assured l;ut admittedly low incomes over 
highly variable increnents to future incomes expected from investments is very 
rational, given the laree uncertainty where the physical environment upon uhich 
agricultural production depends is beyond the control of the traditional state of 
the arts. SCE!JLTZ (1964) has correctly suggested that t:1e v1ay to raise in-
vestments in such conditions is to substantially increase and stabilize the rates 
of returns by the introduction of 11non-traditionali' inputs and outputs. Thus 
saving may be available but opportunities for investment may be so limited that 
actual investments remain at a lm-1 level. 
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On the other hand, it is also likely that savinzs may not be available, 
since levels of output are so lotv that after consumption requirelllents have 
been accounted for there may be nothine left for investnent. At the micro-
economic level the ability to invest is very much deterMined by the surplus of 
production over consumption for each farmer. To the extent that production 
• t II b • JUS covers su s~stence consumption" (in the sense of the minin:um required to 
maintain family labor), t~ere may be no hope of raising the existine levels 
of investwents unless significant changes in the production function occur 
first. In this re~ard, it should Le borne in mind that at such low levels of 
consumption, consumption and investoent cannot be entirely separated even as 
concepts~ since food requirements are essential for maintaining the main pro-
duction input - family labor - and can be regarded as an investment in a very 
durable and versatile asset. In this sense it is correct to say that there 
is no way in which decisions to consume, produce a:1d invest can be separated 
except as useful descriptions of various types of activities one observes jn the 
firm-household and labels for convenience. 
2.3 Interdependence of :rarketable Surnlus, Investment and Consumption. 
It has already been pointed out that the amount and the composition of 
the marketable surplus depend upon both dec~sions to retain outputs for con-
sumption as well as decisions to produce these outputs. In its mm turn the 
marketable surplus is the most important determinant of the cash available to the 
subsistence farner, and hence the extent to lvhich he can purchase both variable and 
quasi-fixed inputs that are not provided by the household. The choice between 
consumption and sales is, therefore, a very lmportant determinant of the pro-
duction function and traditional farmer uses. If we believe Schultz that there 
are comparatively few inefficiencies in the allocation of traditional resources~ 
then an increase in the cash flow·s becomes a necessary condition for the trans-
formation of traditional agriculture. Not only does current production compete 
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for these cash flows since 1 ne,, inputs can only 'l)a ""urc"lased, but invest-
ments in new tecb.noloe:ies ar12 not possible t•i.t ·out t~lis cash floP. This is the 
reason underlyin~ the i~portance ~ivcn to the institutions of credit, the 
availability and terns of credit and t.1e sources and the uses to which credit 
i~ applied, since it ::is felt that ..J.nless credit is l'lade available to allo·.T 
the farmers to nove to neu production functions, they T'l.ay not be able to take 
advantaee of opportun1ties even ~n.en they are availacle, since initially they 
can only renerate a omall marketaule surplus. 
Not only do variable inputJ and investrent purchases conp~te for available 
cash flows, but the purc1ase of consuner goods and services also require cash • 
.As the traditional farner is interrrated l·ith local marl:ets for outputs he is 
also integrated with local l'larkets for consuT!ler noods, and hence he can foreo 
his total reliance upon the far~ to provide all his needs, and he begins to 
substitute purchased goods for produced coeds in his consm~ption bundle, thus 
increasing r.is needs for cash. In addition as his income increases, given 
a positive income elasticities for most consu~er goods. his cash consumption 
is bound to incre~se. Of special sienificance is the introduction of n~r 
consumer goods into rural areas and the l.esultant 'demonstration effect'· upon 
consumption, which may increase the supply of fam!ly labor forthcoming for 
production at the expense of leisure, ntay i.ncrease the amount of the marketable 
surplus, with a resultant incre-ase in cash flows, only to find them beine- used 
for consumption. 
Consideration of the details of the firm-household interdependence 
su8gests that there are rreat si~ilarities be~reen the traditional farm and the 
traditional bousehold of economic analysin. Both the household and the 
traditional farmer obtain income by utilizing their labor, both aim at a 
maximization of their utilities which are a function of income (and all ~oods) 
and the quantity of labor (or leisure). The essential difference is in their 
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income equations; the income equation of tte traditional fa~er contains the 
production function, while that of ti.1<a house!lold does not. 
3. THE DETAILS CF TECIINOL0GICAL CPANGE. 
The ~ost strategic role in the transformation of traditional agriculture 
is assigned to technoloeical change. Studies of the grouth of output in the 
United States has reinforced the iaea that quantitatively, technological change 
has been the n>..a.jor causal influence SOLO!·! (1957), AB~~OVITZ (1956), KEHDniCKS 
(1956) and is expected to be so in the LDC's also ECKAUS (1962). Although 
there is aereement about the role of technological change there is little 
agreement with regard to what constitutes technical chanee and ho~ it is to be 
measured. 
There are deceptively easy l,Tays of discussing technology, but most do 
not provide a quantitative measure of what is involved. It is necessary to 
measure technology in order to arrive at an appreciation of its significance for 
the transformation of traditional agriculture. Aggregate terns such as land, 
la~or and capital do not sufficiently discriminate between alternate types of 
resources involved. t~at is required is a breakdown of the notion of technology 
into its various components in order to measure them. Fortunately, such a definitic 
does exist which breaks down technolozy by identifying and neasuring the various 
inputs that are required to product a given output - an activity in linear progratnr.lir 
terflS. DAY (1964) Usually activity analysis is associated with technologies 
~nth fixed factor proportions; and this is one of the criticisms of its use.; 
but it is possible, as is shalom later to define activities that allm-1 us to 
approximate variable factor proportions through linear combinations of several 
activities. 
The concept of technological change as applied to traditional agriculture 
involves three broad components that can be quantitatively analyzed in terms of 
activity analysis: 1) New Ha.terials, 2) New Implements and Pow·er Sources and 3) 
New Cultural Practices. 
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3.1 nev •raterials. 
Technological chanp;e often ir.1pties the use of neu IPaterials not familiar 
to the traditional farmer. These new materials Il'~Y be inputs u3ed in the pro-
duction of traditional outputs, or ttey may be new outputs produced by traditional 
inputs or a co~bination of both. New materials usually involve a change in 
quality as dist~nct from chances in quantity alone, but can be easily represented 
by activity analysis, since the use of a new input is a chanre in the resource 
used and a new output is an addition to the traditional activity set, tvhile a new 
output using new inputs is a combination of both. ~re·p inputs and outputs are 
usually associated with a substantial increase in the per acre productivity, and 
are of special significance in countries with high population to cultivable land 
ratios. 
Examples of inputs that are new and strategic to the development of 
traditioual agriculture are : a) f:ater in t::'!.e form of irrigation which allm;s the 
planting of crops that could not be gro~1Il previously, increases yields and reduces 
their variability by reducing tt1e. dependence on tTeather, and allows the develop-
ment of multiple-croppin8 tJhere climate and other factors permit. Water is also 
a most important complementary input with several other new inputs; b) Inorganic 
fertilizers vhich are either a far superior substitute for traditional organic 
manures or are totally new inputs. Fertilizers allov1 a substantial increase 
in yields per acre when used in combination with water and other practices. 
Their successful use, however depends upon i) a body of research in soil sciences 
to determine crop yield responses, without wl1ich farmers could not use them without 
4 
substantial risks; ii) an industrial base to produce them or imports and a good 
distribution network after their initial acceptance; iii) prices that would make 
their use profitable and iv) a systen of extension education to provide information 
about their use to demonstrate their effectiveness, and assure their wide acceptanct 
and c) herbicides, pesticides and fungicides which assure increased yields by 
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reducing crop disease and destroying pe·::ts, and require conditions similar to 
those for fertilizers to assure their success. 
Examples of outputs that are ne\v and strategic to traditional agriculture 
are: a) crops not grov10 previously, in the sense that tbey do not belong 
to the traditional croppi:r.g pattern. The introduction of nell crops often takes 
the form of production for the market, either foreien (cocoa in Ghana) or 
domestic (kenaf in Thailand), of cash crop~ as distinct from subsistence crops; 
b) new seeds and crop varities often in the for~ of hybrid strains developed 
to increase yields, resist disease and ?ests and grow better under certain 
climatic conditions, and which P-re currently credited for bringing about the 
II 1 t• II d ) • h k d green revo u 1.011 an c neTw non-crop activitl.es sue as livestoc pro uction, 
poultry and food processing which can be easily inteerated into farm activities 
and 'tvhich increase incomes and take up the seasonal slack in agricultural 
employr:tent. 
3.2 !leu Implements and Power Sources. 
In agriculture production is carried 01.1t through the performance of a 
combination of tasks. A task can be described as a r,eneral type of action re-
quired in the production transformation. Land preparation, planting, cultivation, 
irrigation; harvesting and transportation are examples of agricultural tasks. 
Certain crops are basic to every method of crop production while others are 
unique to the crops for ''17hic1l they are performed. Not all tasks are performed 
for a given crop nor are they always performed a given number of times. A task 
intensity specified the number of times a task is performed for a specific crop. 
The production of final crop outputs requires the performance of a sequence of 
tasks at specific intensities. The "output'' of each task can be viewed as an 
intermediate output which is then considered as an input into the next task in the 
sequence. The production of final crop outputs can then be viewed as the productio1 
resulting from a sequence of intermediate outputs. A standard intermediate output 
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is the output of a certain standard task r~Tith a fixeC: :.t.:1put output structure 
associated with it· It if.J t:Len possi:~le to conbine various standard intermedia:e 
outputG at varying intensity levels to Bive final crop outputs. (For a 
more detailed examination of these concepts see SING~:, rAY and JOHL (1968). 
The pur;:>ose of all this is that each standard task and the level of 
inputs used to procuce intermeeiate outputs by its performance embodies a given 
technologys since each task can be performed by an implem.ent-pouer co!"":-iuation 
t·Je call an operation. Each operation is a distinct ~vay of performing a 
standard task. Thus the tasi: of. land preparation can be performed !•lith either 
a wooden plov7 or an iron plot¥ povJered by animal draft (a change of implements), 
or it could be perforr.1ed vith a disk harrou pov;ered either by animal draft or by 
a tractor of r:iven horse power (a cha:1.?e :i.n the power source). Generally~ it 
is not possible to consider the pm·1er source and the implement separately since 
implements are usually designed for given po~•er sources. 'I!:us an operation con-
sistine: of a given machine-pm•er-implement combination ha:::; a quantitatively well 
defined input··-output structure. 
\ 7ith reeard to this component of technoloGical change there are a number 
of important observations. Firstly, even in traditional ag:dculture there 
is a vast availability of choice even when investncnts are confined to kno'II.'Il 
implement-power sources. Traditional agriculture iG a complex phenomenon 
with hundreds of tasks being performerl, in nany possible combinations, requiring 
detailed knouledge of soils, climate, topograpl-:.y. with scarce resources being 
distributed over time and crop use. These choices are enlarged when both old 
and new implements and po-.1er sources have to be considered. 
Secondly- partly due to this complexity, the process of technological change 
cannot be viewed as the replacement of an entire set A of traditional operations 
by a new set B of modern operations. For example~ the transition from a 
bullock operated farm to a modernized farm using machinery for all its tasks 
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requires an elePent by ele111ent exa: ina.tion of such choices as tl,e use of 
bullocks versus tractors to pre"flarc the land, a bullock or camel operated 
persian--v1heel >;·Tell versus :::n electric tubeuell for irrication, bullock 
threshing and hand '7innoning versus the use of a poPer operated thresher and 
uinnower, hand harvestinp- versus the use of a !"lechanical harvester. An entire 
bullock tecnnolocr is never replaced by a tractor technology eve"1 i£' tl::e 
capital Here available. An &rlalysiG of only the • -;,efore and ··after states 
flilitateG af.ainst the exa~ination o~ t~e det~ilec chanfes in t~is comronent 
of tecLnolot;y. T"':1at is neaded is :~. task by task analysis of the profitability, 
availability and application and adoption of different machine newer com-
binations. r"hen a farmer is faced vitl1 a choice of technology, it is 
usually vJith re"<trd to a. c:1anee of tec:.nology for a riven taste and for the 
production of eiven intert1etliate output. Thus a c~oice of changing technolo.?y 
here is a choice of chang:i.nr; operations. Since outputs are produced throu~h a 
sequence of such operations, each possible combi~ation of oper3tions renresents 
a sel_jarate sequence. 5 !Jo ap-greEate concept of technolofy ellm·s us to under-
stand this :microeconomic choice unless one creaks dm·m the components of 
technology. 
Thirdly, a consideration of all oossible operations, for all possible 
crop outputs ~.;ould r,ive a very large structure to analyze. In practice, 
however 1 it is possible to reduce the number of alternatives by 1) combining 
several tasks in a sequence and considering thet as a single task, ii) com-
bining sequences of operations to represent distinct discrete processes 
or 1 stages 1' of technology, iii) considering only those operations that are 
most frequently used in a region and includin~ only those new operations that 
are likely to be significant and iv) considerine only the nost important crop 
outputs in a given region in the analysis of production activities 
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risky venture - a risk against t-lhich fatiners often hedge by keeping spare 
draft animals even when they have begun to mechanize; iii) electricity, a 
power source requiring vast public expenditures, but 1..rhich once made available, 
can drastically reduce the cost of many agricultural operations and provide 
other secondary effects such as replacing animal ma.1Ure as a fuel in some 
parts of the world and making this avatlable as an organic manure. 
3.3 Ne~r Cultural Practices 
A third set of technological changes are more difficult to classify and 
are here lumped under cultural practices - that is, those changes that are 
not embodied in either materials or in implements and power sources. Dif-
ficult though it is to measure disembodied technical change, ~.,e can define a 
change in cultural practices as either i) a change in the number of times as 
task is performed (task intensity defined earlier) or ii) the inclusion (or 
exclusion) of tasks in the production of final outputs. An example of the 
first case is increasing the frequency of irrigation or land preparation 
tasks, and of the second is the inclusion of the task of applying fertilizers 
where none 't-rere before. A change of either type requires an increased 
(decrease) in the level of inputs, and it is possible to give a quantitative 
dimension to the notion of "cultural practice". Thus for example, the often 
recommended Japanese method of rice cultivation implies both the performance 
of new set of tasks (raising seedlings in a nursery and transplanting) and 
an increase in the task intensity for certain tasks (like more frequent 
irrigation). Cultural innovations such as deep plowing, terracing, contour 
planting may be viewed as new tasks not usually performed in traditional 
agriculture, while changes in crop rotations and intercropping can be con-
sidered as entire sequences of tasks not performed before. Even though the 
input structure may not be, unless explicit attempts are lllade to relate 
changes in cultural practices with changes in yields or yield variabilities. 
- 18ce. 
Lastly, and r.ost important of all) the 3easc-nal aspect of t'1e "erformance 
of agricultural tasks should be explicitly accounted for. Every operation that 
is performed io performed at a eiven tir~ in the crop year, and this ti~eliness 
is crucial in aericultural production because i) unless operations are ti~ely 
aericultural production is not possible and ii) this imposes a time distribution 
on the use of all inouts~ and the availability of inputs has also to be timely. 
This latter is a crucial determinant in the adoption of certain operations 
where there may be seasonal l~;or sho~tages for the perfor~ance of certain 
tasks like harvesting (thus one finds the use of labor savins devices in a 
so-called labor surplus sector!) and ·There seasonal demands for labor requires 
the roaintenance of a larger labor force than justified by the availability of 
year round e~ployment. 
Examples of important implements and power sources that sipnificantly 
effect traditional agriculture are: i) new innlements which cost little but 
may effect yields such as deep furrow plows and tine cultivators1 ii) tractors 
and diesel en~ines which replace animal and hu:ma.n labor and about rhich feti 
factors should be kept in mind. Firstly, the areuments about capital lumpiness 
does not apply to them with with such vigor since the development of small 
units. Secondly, due to the time inelasticity of apricultural operations, not 
only their costs but their availability and reliability have to be considered. 
Given seasonal peak demands for labor the mechanization of given a~ricultural 
tasks may be observed alongside other labor intensive techniques. The choice 
depends not on relative factor proportions in the segregative sense but of 
relative factor scarcity at a given time to a given farming u:nit which explains 
the vast hybrid of technologies that one observes in developing agriculture. 
Thirdly, their rate of adoption depends, among other factors, upon the availabilit 
of other complementary inputs such as fuel and lubricants and maintenance services 
with an adequate supply of parts. without which their adoption becomes a highly 
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3.4 T:le Acc~nulation of Capital 
In vj.e~,r of tr.e above !::real~dovm o += teclmolof::.cal cha..'ltte, the accumulation 
of capital during transofrmation can ~e viewed as involving technological 
choices and the Sl:hsequent c~1an£e in the structur-:: of assets in the region. 
Hore fully~ the a~~cumulation of capital, r.;rhatever forn it takes, involves the 
additions to capacities of fixed and quasi-fixed inputs - addition to total 
productive capacity. He can then distinguish t't·70 types of changes in capacities: 
i) an increase ir. the capacities of traditional fixed and quasi-fixed inputs 
and ii) an increase in the capacities of "non-tracitional' inputs available 
for production. :\n analysis of capital accunulation involves not only an 
analysis of the quantitative increase in the two types of capacities but also 
a change in their relative composition over time. Thus it involves in a 
fundamental way the factor-product, factor-factor and product-product re-
lationships in aericultural production, and when we analyze their components 
it involves technological choice w·ith regard to different technologies for the 
performance of agricultural tasks. 
This choice depends not only on relative costs and operational efficiencies 
of various operations, but also upon the availability of factor inputs and 
the cost and availability of credit, since credit supplements the cash flows 
generated \•7ithin the farming household. An analysis of capital formation 
must account for both the details of technological choice as ~-;;rell as for the 
role of the availability of capital - that is both the demand for and supply of 
investment capital. 
To view technological change in either a static of comparitive static 
sense is misleading since we view only the before and after - the before in 
which aggregative technology is called traditional and the after when it is 
referred to as modern. Rather technological change is a dynamic process 
involving microeconomic decisions, the cumulative effect of which is for 
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technology to slm.rly evolve until t!1e tllodern set has replaced the traditional 
set. 
4. THE DETAILS OF DECISI!)N ~fA~Il\G 
The real difference in the eco~omic behavior of far~ers in traditional 
agriculture from faiT'lers in modern aericulture arises from the way in uhich 
they make their decisions and the environwent in t;hich thes~a decisions are 
made. TI1is section describes so~e of the elements that would be useful in settin~ 
up a framework of decision ~aking {n traditionel agricultre. 
4.1 Risk and Uncertainty. 
All economic decisions are made under uncertainty and involve some elenent 
of risk, so that their inclusion into the analysis is not a net¥' concept. 
Houever, with regard to traliitional agriculture, several aspects of this problem 
should be kept in mind. FirAtly, the element of risk cannot be easily 
separated, since based upon a knoo;rledge of the pro;abilities of uncertain out-
comes, it should be posaible to insure against it, but in traditional a~riculture 
where no institutional framework exsits to roarl~et this insurance, typically 
the distinction is not meaningful; and there is no ~ay for the farmers to 
evaluate risk. Secondlyt a part of underdevelopment is the availability of 
information that does exist with regard to prol;'lal..le outcomes, but vlhich due to 
the lack of communications, education or markets is not available to the 
farmer to include in his decisions. ~us far~rs in traditional agriculture 
have a greater area of uncertainty in arriving at their decisions. Thirdly, 
in traditional agriculture there is greater dependence upon the environment 
and fel~Ter means to curcumvent it. Thus,for example, the dependence upon 
weather and the inability to prevent crop disease and pests leave the farmer 
at the mercy of a variable environment over which he has little control or 
predictability. Lastly and most significantly, often there is very little 
margin for error where farms are subsistence farms since the outcome of pro-
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duction decisions determine surv~val. 7r.e f~:~ers unwillinpnes~ to innovate 
i!lay be related to t~e fact tha::: :1e cannot efCo't'd to 1:.e r1::onr, for tl1e 
opportunity cost of an un.Lavo-rPble outcor;:e i~ very hie~~, even r1hen its rrob-
ability is snall. He is, therefvre, mor~ li'!!ely to stay ~vith the tried and 
true specially i-7hen his information ~bout its outcome is derived fron a long 
run S'lmple and is bused upon an intimate knmded3e a'!:-out his environment. Since 
!le knows vrith a 1.irh decree of certainty the out cone of the traditional event, 
the trade off betv1een this and a ne•1 event hns to be very laree in order for 
tin to consider it, and it is only nhen real events diverge sienificantly from 
his predictions do traditional rules ot behavior becone inefficient and force 
o chanee. 
A concern tvith uncertainty is a concern not only for the payoffs of certain 
events but al<Jo tl.eir pro'babilities. In this ree-ard it should be understood 
that uncertainty is Lest viet·red fror:. the vantat;e point cf the farmer and his 
environment, not from an outsicle vant'lge point and that a hig~ cost has to be 
attached to setbacks': - events that did not turn out to !>e uhat they nere 
expected to ~e, since this reinforces the farmers reluctance to chanre and his 
faith in traditional outcomes. TThat is required is to learn from the famers what 
choices and outcomes they feel they face and ho~·;r they evaluate them rather than 
to assume these frotTl. ''o:..jective'' criteria. The researcher has a great deal to 
learn from the farmer about his decision rules and there is no necessity for the 
farruers decisions to conform to research concepts. This has an imnortant im-
plication for analysis, since research should focus upon explaining what farmers 
actually did and why rat~er th8n on what they ought to do - a positive rather than 
a normative researCh approach as a focus to ~odel =uilding. 
4.2 Feedback and E;pectation. 
All current economic decisions which have possible future outcomes are based 
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upon expectations. Expectations have tHO elements, one based upon knol·rledge 
of the past behavior of events and the other based upon expected changes in 
past behavior. Expectations) therefore~ depend upon the availability of :.!'.!!-
formation about past events, and this information is available and accurate 
when change is small, and events repetitive - as in traditional agriculture -
but information breaks do~m when large structural changes begin to occur, as 
is typically the case in transformation. (As a result it is very difficult 
during transformation) to find suitable ways of including expectations when 
the only objective information is based on past events. Secondly, the greater 
the extent of the change the more variable the expectations and the greater 
the reliability on some mechanism to "feedback'· information about events in 
relation to their expectation. feedback mechanism that allot·Ts the evalua-
tion of changing expectations against actual outcomes makes it possible to 
adjust expectations in the right direction. Thus, a feedback mechanism should 
be considered an essential element in the analysis of decision behavior of 
traditional agriculture in transition to allow for the adjustment of expec-
tations in a changing environment. 
4.3 Learning Behavior 
A special case of feedback is the effect upon performance of repeated 
trials - learning. In traditional agriculture, the lack of familiarity with 
new· elements of technology introduced into the environment retards its adoption. 
Thus, even though a given technology may have provable high returns, the very 
fact that it is new is retarded by learning behavior. Such learning behavior 
is not unique, but considering the large number of simultaneous changes intro-
duced in a relatively short period of time during transition, its constraint 
may be very important; or alternatively, as some ha:ve argued, that one can 
"learn to learn" so that each successive change becomes easier to adapt to 
and is less of a constraint. However, our analysis of new profitable choices 
must reflect this learning principle, and a study of adoption patterns should 
be included in any analysis of production response in traditional agriculture. 
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4.4 Ordering of :Pre(et~'~ces. 
There is a gro.•ing realizat.,;.on t'-.at econor•ic decision mnkit'g has a 
multiplicity of goals CYEr.T and ·-ArCH (196.J), ar:.d t:1at all goals do not have 
equal priorities, and that tl.ey are often rankec according to a set of pre-
ferences, ENCA.Bl!ACIO!i (1964) This has a very special application to traditional 
subsistence agriculture, because farmers are observed to order their objectives 
according to some criteria. The most important example is the case of the 
farmer who desires to maximize short run profits but only as a second order 
e;oal; his first priority is to l."eet the food requirements for his personal 
consumption, especially when these are not available fro~ any other source. Such 
an ordering io basic to his su~Jival and the existence of such orderings ~ay 
be basic to our understandinG of ~ecision behavior in traditional agriculture. 
5. THE :CI:TAILS OF P..ECIOllAL H;T::,.DEPEl1DENCE. 
Besides the above details, there are details of intra-farm, inter-farm 
and farm-non-farm interdependence that should ~e considered. 
5.1 Intra-Farm Interactions. 
Intra-farm interactions include· i) the ~ultiproduct nature of the farm 
where there is the interdependence of several outputs using given inputs. Pro-
duction analysic that does not account for this interdependence and competition 
for available resources eives misleading results; ii) land used for fodder crops, 
since traditional farms often rely upon animal draft which requires large land 
resources (15-20 per cent in India) to maintain it. If proper account is not 
taken of this opportunity cost, the cost of animal draft powered operations is 
underestimated, typically leading to an underestimation of their replacement 
by other power sources. Both these intta-farm interactions suggest that 
traditional agriculture has many closely interdependent activities which co~ 
plement or compete with each other, so that a change in one inevitably places 
the other out of 11equilibrium" so that they have to be simultaneously analyzed. 
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An example of this extrerJe interdependence is the. fact that draft ani"nals are 
also sources of naL1ure antl fuel in sowe tr'lr': t-ional ~ ~ c;·--- agr.J...C'.l.,..tUres. As a. 
result, a shift tm·7ards n.ec~anization :n.ay raic;e t~:e productivity per r"an-hour, 
but at the sama time mA.y imnly a C:ownward s:dft ir: the p:-oduction function 
for field crons unless con~ercial fertilizers renlace the loss of ranure 
reducing productiv::ty. At tbe same tine, costs of ojtaining fuel from alternatiw 
sources may have to ~e considered si~ce manu:-~ (~une) ls often used as n fuel 
source.* Such interdepe!:H!encieo explain t:-:.e. reluctance nith ;:hich farmers :::ake 
a change :In the traditional activity set since. a chan£'e in one activity often 
involves several interrelated changes in other activities. 
5.2 Inter··Far,.,1 Differences 
In a niven ref:ion, there are several differences bet~·reen farms that 
account for t!leir different economic bel":avior, c:ifferences t~.1at have to be kept 
in mind for regional analysis. T~ese include factors such as i) specialization 
where different far1ns due to t>.eir different soil, climate and ~oyography are 
differently suited to the production of different crops. The resultine 
specialization may be enhanced due to the nearnec:s to markets and the availabilit 
of transportation. Such rer:;ional specialization means that only relatively 
homogeneous farms as refard to location can be analyzed together; ii) farm size 
which may 0e important in deter~ining the resource availability on the farM 
and may effect decisions due to economieG of scale in machine use, greater 
degree of commercialization anc larger potential for savinzs and capital 
accumulation. Even though it has been shoun t!1at small farms are often more 
efficient v:rith rer;ard to their resource use (E.S .0. P:JNJAB (1956)) farm size may 
have important implications for learning behavior and the rate of adoption. To 
the extent that there are vast differences in farm size regional analysis should 
treat these explicity; iii) tenure where large differences in the terms of tenur€ 
effect production decisions at the farm level and hence between farms. 
* It is estimated that in India some 80 percent of all energy is obtained 
from animal manure 
.As a result of these in::e.:-fo:r:"t diffe..-erLces. in a eiven reeion onlv a 
region tha.t is relatively l~omoze-ceous uith re;-ard to soil, climate, farm 
size and conditions of tenure ca:1 .:-e enc.lyzed "to.'ithout ext'llicitly takim!; acccunt 
of these d~fferences and t~eir 1~,act. 
5.3 Farm-Non-rarl;l !ntera.ction~. 
The interactio11 1:.etveen the a~ricultural and other sectors is of great 
inportance in the e.nalysis of the tr&"1s:f'ol'!"lation of the traditional sector. 
The ~ost inportant interactions include. i) the de~and for farn outputs which 
effect the prices offered for farn out'fluts, and "tor!1id~ nay be especially 
favorable in countrieo •,:ith hieh rates of population ::ro~1th; a hi'?h rate of 
employment eronth in the non-farm sector uitt... resulting high incomes and in 
crE'ased denand for far out};mt; ii) tt1.e deT:tand for industrial innuts in the form 
of fertilizera and other non-fam inputs, Hhose supply, Prices and availability 
are essential features of transformation; iii) the demand for industrial goods 
on the part of an a~ricultural sector ~ith rising inco~es and increasine 
commercialization during transition and iv) opportunities of non-farm employmer 
that both competes for a~ricultural labor wakine it ~wre costly for farm 
use as vvell as supplementinr farm cas!1 flo~7S throu.e;h the availability of 
seasonal employment. All these interactions v1ith the non-farm sectors play a 
~ajor role in transforming traditional a~riculture and should be explicitly 
examined for their impact where necessary. 
5.4 Agricultural Infrastructure a~d rarm Policies. 
The importance of !JUblic investment in infrastructure - transportation, 
communications, irrieatlon, power, markets and credit institutions has already 
Leen mentioned, and to the extent that their effects a~e measurable should 
be explicitly accounted for in any analysis. 
Farm policies on the other hand often have a more direct and measurable 
effect since they effect either i) the opportunities offered to farmers in te· 
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of the activities made. available to t 1:a:rt a1.d the Fctyoffs of these activities 
(here we include ~ricing policies for both inputs and outputs, quotas, re-
striction and farm subsidies t!"!.rough r;ovel'!ll'1e:J.t FUrchases)~ and ii) the 
constraints placed upon farmers through t:ie availability of specific reaources 
~vith which to carey out his decisions (here \7e include policies affectine 
the supply of non-farm inputs, credit, and regional resources through G change 
in the infrastructure.) Thus, it becones noasible to analyze both changes in 
the farm infrastructure as well as farF policies at the regional level by 
neasuring their efeect upon op..,ortunities,, payoffs to the opportunities and 
constraints placed on the availability of resources. 
It is clear that in the analysis of t:·e tt'aTlsformation of traditional 
agriculture attention has to be paid to many details thnt may turn out to 
be strategic in understanding its development. A case nust, therefore, be 
made for including explicitly, as far as possi~le, as many of these details that 
seem significant in the regional analysi~ of production response. It may 
be impossible to include all these details, but before excluding any,the 
research worker sh'1uld carefully examine the significance of the detail and the 
possible error resulting from its exclusion. 
5'00TNO'.LES • 
1. See l.:Y:'::AI. (1Jo3). 
~~uBYARTO (1965) enn STERN (1962. 
3. The notion of subsistence production should be distinguished from the 
notion of subsistence consumPtion or su~sistence standard of living. As used 
here the word subsistence is used to apply to production only. ~or a 
clarification of the notion of "subsistence 1' see \ffiA1'TON (1%3). 
4. The basic research in 3oi1 sciences in order to classify soil types and 
determine the effect of various inor8Pnic nutrients upon crops grown in 
various soil types requires about 10-15 years before the results become 
available for use by the far~ers. TI:e gestation period and tbe cost of such 
a research program should be kept in nind \Then we consider a vast pro~ram 
of fertilizer use, even if vJe assume that supplies are fortl-l.coming, either 
throueh the develop~ent of a chemical industry or tbe allocation of scarce 
foreign resources. Thus, fertilizers and ner.r crop varieties are no 11quic1::" 
solutions as is often implied. 
5. In activity analysis such sequences of operations are often called pro-
cesses (hence process analys~s) and technoloEY is often defined as a complete 
set of processes available for production, and reP,ional technolory as all 
processes available in the region for production. DAY (DCS). 
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